Jan Noble | Poet & Creative Writing Tutor

“Jan has a totally original and fresh approach
to making poetry relevant, interesting and accessible” Martine Osorio, HMP Feltham
Jan Noble is a writer and a poet. He studied fine art at Canterbury College of Art. He has taught creative writing in prisons, schools
and psychiatric wards. He was creative writing facilitator with award-winning mental health charity Core Arts for ten years. He has run
community projects with homeless artists, writers and musicians at the Union Chapel and Islington Libraries with support from the
WEA and Awards for All.
He has brought poetry into schools working with ages 5-16 and given lectures at university level. He has organised poetry
programmes and events with refugee writers and young oﬀenders and has run workshops in hospices and day centres.
Jan Noble can deliver 1 to 2 hour, half-day and full day creative writing workshops, talks and lectures on poetry covering a variety of
themes, mental health, the environment, identity, to a diverse range of learners from school children to vulnerable adults. He can
facilitate longer term publishing projects, create text installations and host performance events.

“He is a brilliant teacher,
giving his students the confidence
to participate and learn”

above - a poetry workshop at St Louis School, Milan

“I like to create an atmosphere that is
relaxed as well as stimulating, challenging,
accessible, safe, focussed and fun.”
“I run a workshop around a theme and primarily use poetry to
illustrate it. Poetry has an extremely wide-ranging application
from prose-poems through to lyrics. It is easily presented on
handouts and, even in a short session, it is possible for learners to
produce a piece of written work of their own.
I open a session with a very brief and informal talk/chat about
the subject we are going to look at. I will also ask the learners if
they have any previous experience of creative writing. I will
reassure newcomers that no knowledge of the subject is required:
just an open mind and enthusiasm!
Jan Noble

above - a poem from a student on the theme of ‘anthropomorphism’

“We have never seen our students so rapt!”
Jan Noble has taught creative writing in prisons, schools and psychiatric wards. He has performed at festivals across Europe and
been broadcast on Channel 4 and BBC Radio. His work has been set to music, principally by the composer Donna McKevitt and he
has recorded with producer Craig Leon at Abbey Road studios.
In 2010 he became poet in residence at the East End Film Festival and in 2013 he opened the Stoke Newington Literary Festival
reading with Irvine Welsh. In 2015 he was invited to attend the Myriam Blundell Willums Art Foundation Residency in Provence to
complete his debut screenplay.
He has read his poetic monologue My Name is Swan in every ‘Swan’ pub in London. A film of the poem premiered at the Curzon,
Aldgate as part of the 2017 East End Film Festival. The poem is a set text on the Università degli Studi di Milano syllabus.

“Fantastic!” BBC
“I cannot recommend Jan highly enough
for poetry connoisseurs and those who have
never enjoyed poetry previously” Martine Osorio

Poetry Workshop | example # 1 for schools
1 hour 30 mins (approx)
Using his poetic monologue My Name is Swan Jan explores the theme of anthropomorphism, inviting students to find their inner
animal and write about it.
Introduction

5 mins (approx)

Performance by Jan

15 mins

Class discussion

10 mins

•
•
•
•

How did the poem make you feel? Sad? Happy? Bored? Confused?
Why do you think the poet called his character Swan?
Is he really a swan?
What other examples can you think of where animals have been used in stories (or films).
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Group work

10 mins

The class divides into small groups of 3 or 4.

• What are the qualities you think of when you consider a swan?
• What is the Swan character trying to express?
• Do you feel any sympathy for Swan?

“For all that neck
I am voiceless, speechless, dumb
here without ticket or number
but tagged, labelled
clearly marked, one of many
at the night game, one of many
fit for the long queue
one of many ready to fly out
to the sound of breaking glass
to the tune of busy sirens
to the boom of a white wing beating….”
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Feedback

10 mins

The groups elect a spokesperson and share their thoughts.
Activity

10 mins

The class divides into small groups of 3 or 4.

•
•
•
•

Learners each pick an animal.
Learners discuss amongst themselves what characteristics their chosen animals have.
Learners discuss what human characteristics their chosen animals share.
Learners look at a few lines from some selected poems (available from the tutor).

The tutor will visit the groups to see how they are getting on.
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Some selected poems chosen to illustrate the theme:
The White Horse
The youth walks up to the white horse, to put its halter on
and the horse looks at him in silence.
They are so silent, they are in another world.
D. H. Lawrence, 1885 - 1930

The Eagle
He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ringed with the azure world, he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.
Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1809 - 1892
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Feedback

10 mins

The groups elect a spokesperson and share their animal characteristics.
Individual work

15 mins

Learners are invited to write a few lines, a paragraph or a poem by themselves from their chosen animal’s point of view.
Learners are asked to think about:

• A place they might visit: a park, a piazza, a place of interest in the city/country
• How the animal might describe this place.
• How this place might make the animal feel.
Activity

15 - 20 mins

Students read out their or each other’s work.
Wrap up

5 mins
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left - images from workshops with homeless writers at the Union
Chapel and, bottom right, a text installation in the grounds of
Homerton Hospital for Core Arts
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